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1 IntrodutionIn this letter we disuss an alternative approah to the problem of the so-alled UV/IR-mixing in nonommutative Eulidean salar �4-theory. Thelassial ation is given byS = Z d4x �12(������+m2�2) + g24!� ? � ? � ? �� ; (1)with the nonommutative, assoiative star produt(f ? g)(x) := Z d4k(2�)4 Z d4y f(x+ 12� � k) g(x+ y)eik�y;where (� � k)� = ���k�; k � y = k�y�; (2)and ��� the onstant, antisymmetri nonommutativity parameter.The perturbative properties of suh a nonommutative �eld model arestudied in great detail in [1℄, [2℄. The ?-produt in the interation termleads to a momentum-dependent phase fator assoiated with eah vertex ina given Feynman diagram. These phases reate two sorts of graphs: planarand nonplanar diagrams, originally proposed in [4℄, where the usual UV-renormalization proedure is applied to the planar graphs. The nonplanardiagrams ontain phase fators dependent on the internal momentum, thatare assoiated with eah rossing of lines in the graph. The rapid osillationsof these phases regulate the integrals and thus suppress any divergene, i. e.an otherwise divergent graph beomes �nite with an e�etive uto� (at one-loop) �e� = 1p���p����p� � 1p~p2 : (3)Therefore, the original UV-divergene is replaed by an IR-singularity in thelimit of vanishing p implying �e� !1 (for a rigorous analysis see [3℄).This presene of IR-singularities in massive theories suggests the need ofnew light degrees of freedom [1℄, [2℄, whereby one an reprodue the quadratiIR-singularity in the two-point vertex funtion.The aim of our short ontribution is to present an alternative way ofdisussing these IR-singularities. In [5℄, [6℄ we have shown that the �eld re-de�nition originally proposed in [7℄, [8℄, [9℄ is very useful for the perturbativedesription of nonommutative U(1) gauge �eld models. Therefore, it wasquite natural to use an appropriate �eld rede�nition also in the present ase1



of a salar model to analyze the IR-struture of an e�etive two-point vertexfuntion at O(g2). Similar results have been derived in [10℄ in the ontext ofWilsonian RG and hard nonommutative loop resummation.This letter is organized as follows. Setion 2 is devoted to the presentationof known results in this �eld. In setion 3 we desribe our solution to theIR-problem of the e�etive two-point 1PI-funtion. Finally, there is a shortonlusion and outlook.2 One-loop e�etive ationIn this setion we briey review the well known results of [1℄, [2℄ showing thatthe one-loop nonplanar graphs in the salar nonommutative �eld theory onfour-dimensional Eulidean spae are onvergent at generi values of externalmomenta due to rapid osillations of the phase fators eip�k, where p is anexternal momentum, k the loop momentum, and k � p = k����p�.Considering the two-point vertex funtion in momentum spae one ob-serves that at the lowest order it is just the inverse propagator�(2)0 = p2 +m2: (4)When radiative orretions are taken into aount, two graphs are relevant[1℄, [2℄: the planar and the nonplanar diagram.In order to alulate these two ontributions in momentum spae one hasto evaluate the following two integrals�(2)1 pl = ~g23(2�)4 Z d4kk2 +m2 ;�(2)1npl = ~g212(2�)4 Z d4kk2 +m2 (eik�p + e�ik�p): (5)For � = 0 the above integrals are idential up to a fator 2.The planar graph leads to the mass renormalizationM2 = m2 + Æm2; (6)where M is the renormalized physial mass and Æm2 orresponds to a regu-larized planar graph and diverges quadratially if the uto� tends to in�nity.The mass ounterterm Æm2 anels just the divergene of the �rst integral in(5).Using Shwinger parametrization1k2 +m2 = Z 10 d� e��(k2+m2) (7)2



one an easily alulate the resulting Gaussian integrals. Regularizing bymultipliation with e �1�2� one gets the following results:�(2)1 pl = ~g248�2 ��2 �m2 ln �2m2 +O(1)��(2)1npl = ~g296�2 ��2e� �m2 ln �2e�m2 +O(1)� ; (8)where �2e� = 1~p2 + 1�2 (9)In (9) we have introdued the notation ~p� = ���p� .In the limit � ! 1, the nonplanar one-loop graph remains �nite, i. e.the nonommutativity ats as a regularization sheme.The one-loop 1PI quadrati e�etive ation beomes therefore�(2)e� = Z d4p(2�)4 12�(p)�(�p)�p2 +M2 + ~g296�2(~p2 + 1�2 )� ~g296�2M2 ln� 1M2(~p2 + 1�2 )� +O(g4)� : (10)The �rst line of (8) impliesÆm2 = ~�g2�248�2 � g2m248�2 ln �2m2� : (11)As is explained in [1℄ the limit � ! 1 does not ommute with thelow momentum limit p ! 0 (IR-region)|the so-alled UV/IR-mixing ofnonommutative quantum �eld theories.3 ReformulationOne tries to obtain a \new" e�etive one-loop two-point vertex funtion�0(2)e� = Z d4p(2�)4 �(p)�(�p) p2 +M2� ~g296�2M2 ln� 1M2(~p2 + 1�2 )�+O(g4)! (12)3



(without the fator 1~p2+ 1�2 ) as a result of a �eld rede�nition�(p)! �(p) + f(p; �;�)�(p): (13)A simple alulation shows that a solution f(p) is of the following formf(p) = �12 ~g296�2 1(p2 +m2) 1~p2 + 1�2 ; (14)whene the rede�nition of the �eld �(x) in position spae�(x)! �(x)� 12 ~g296�2 1(2�m2) 1~�2�(x): (15)Therefore, also the ation (1) must be hanged aordinglyS 0 = Z d4x �12 �������+m2�2 + ~g296�2� 1~�2��+ g24!� ? � ? � ? �+O(g4)� : (16)It is now straightforward to ompute an \IR-regular" quadrati e�etiveation up to the given order in g2 with this new ation, yielding�0(2)e� = Z d4p(2�)4 �(p)�(�p)�p2 +M2 � ~g296�2 � 1~p2 � 1~p2 + 1�2 �� ~g296�2M2 ln� 1M2(~p2 + 1�2 )� +O(g4)� : (17)In the limit �!1 one arrives at�0(2)e� = Z d4p �(p)�(�p)�p2 +M2 � g296�2M2 ln 1M2~p2 +O(g4)� ; (18)whih does not ontain any non-integrable IR-singularities [11℄.At this point one has to make the following omments:� Beause of the last term in (16) it is lear that the problem of UV/IR-mixing is not solved by this simple �eld rede�nition, sine the problemshave only been transferred from the 2-point funtion to higher n-pointfuntions. In fat, at higher orders in g the �eld rede�nition produesa term proportional to ~g4(2�m2) 1~�2�4; (19)whih indues new IR-singularities.4



� The orretion term in the �eld rede�nition (15) is of order g2. Thus,the bare propagator (the free-�eld ase being de�ned by g = 0) remainsunhanged: �(p) = 1p2 +m2 : (20)� The �eld rede�nition (15) is nonloal and indues also a nonloal termin the ation (16). Suh nonloal �eld rede�nitions are known to arisein non-Abelian gauge �eld models quantized in the axial gauge, wherethe rede�nition must be ompatible with BRST-symmetry [12℄ (andreferenes therein).� In order to reprodue the UV/IR-mixing the authors of [1℄, [2℄ haveinterpreted the IR-singularities in the nonplanar one-loop diagrams astree level exhange of new light degrees of freedom. In our approahthere is no need of introduing these degrees of freedom.� Sine the dangerous term ~g296�2 1~p2+ 1�2 in (10) does not depend on the mass(physial or bare mass) the massless ase is also well de�ned implyinga �eld rede�nition �(x)! �(x)� 12 ~g296�2 12 1~�2�(x) (21)leading to the following quadrati e�etive one-loop ation�0(2)e� = Z d4p(2�)4 �(p)�(�p)�p2 � ~g296�2 � 1~p2 � 1~p2 + 1�2 � +O(g4)�(22)for �nite �2.4 Conlusion and outlookIn this letter we have demonstrated that the (quadrati) IR-singularities ap-pearing in the 2-point funtion of nonommutative �4-theory may be shiftedto higher n-point funtions. One ould speulate if this method, initiatingan in�nite hain of �eld rede�nitions, ould in fat be used to totally removethe IR-singularities.In any ase, the above results are ertainly a strong motivation to studynonommutative gauge theories, also plagued by IR-problems [13℄. Thereare some substantial hints that a nonloal �eld rede�nition of the gauge �eldmight possibly be an appropriate reipe for uring the IR-singularities ofnonommutative Yang-Mills theories.5
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